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The Big Picture: 
A world turned 
upside down



Higher Education’s Grand Challenges, 2019



Prosperity

∙ Enrollments
∙ Corporate and 

community engagement
∙ Competition
∙ Institutional closings, 

mergers, consolidations
∙ Credentials/lifelong 

learning
∙ Analytics & 

decision-making

Students’ Success

∙ Privacy
∙ Mental Health
∙ Affordability
∙ Bandwidth
∙ Outcomes
∙ DEIB

Risks

∙ Climate
∙ Cybersecurity
∙ Health
∙ Safety
∙ Higher education’s 

reputation and value
∙ Workforce continuity
∙ Economic instability
∙ Social issues 

Digital Strategy

∙ Transforming and managing 
the campus, campus 
services

∙ Remote work and learning
∙ Technology’s contributions 

to teaching and learning
∙ New and flexible learning/ 

educational models 

Higher Education’s Grand Challenges, 2023



Digital transformation in higher education

Digital transformation (Dx) is the process of 
optimizing and transforming the institution’s 
operations, strategic directions, and value 
proposition through deep and coordinated 
shifts in culture, workforce, and technology.



Why Dx?

Digital Transformation 
can:

● Improve education
● Advance research
● Streamline administration
● Diversify revenues
● Drive student success

● Address risks



The conditions of VUCA influence the 

way the institution:

• Anticipates issues

• Understands consequences

• Appreciates interdependencies 

• Prepares for alternative realities and 

challenges

• Interprets and addresses relevant 

opportunities

We live in a High VUCA world



New strategies will be needed for higher education leaders to 

successfully respond to the types, magnitudes and concurrent 

impacts and mutual amplification of crises they will face in the years 

ahead. They will be greater, more complicated, and more 

intersectional than ever before. Therefore, higher education 

leadership will require new thinking, new skill sets, and new 

strategies to effectively tackle future crises.”

“

David S. Rosowsky, Stephen M. Gavazzi, and E. Gordon Gee, 
“Leadership in Times of Crisis,” Trusteeship, Jan/Feb 2022



Expert panel on Institutional Resilience 

Charge: 

Create a definition of institutional resilience for higher education 
that can be used across the programs and offerings of EDUCAUSE and 
interested partner associations

Define potential action steps for how EDUCAUSE and interested 
partner associations should help their members understand the 
importance of institutional resilience and position their institutions to 
move forward with it.



Our definition

Institutional resilience is the ability to anticipate, respond, and 

adapt to rapidly changing circumstances in ways that maximize 

opportunities and minimize impacts of unforeseen events.

 

More resilient institutions anticipate stakeholder needs to advance 

the mission and objective of the institution, foster collaboration, 

and improve equity by involving all impacted communities and 

resource ecosystems.



Foresight



Prosperity

∙ Enrollments
∙ Corporate and 

community engagement
∙ Competition
∙ Institutional closings, 

mergers, consolidations
∙ Credentials/lifelong 

learning
∙ Analytics & 

decision-making

Students’ Success

∙ Privacy
∙ Mental Health
∙ Affordability
∙ Bandwidth
∙ Outcomes
∙ DEIB

Risks

∙ Climate
∙ Cybersecurity
∙ Health
∙ Safety
∙ Higher education’s 

reputation and value
∙ Workforce continuity
∙ Economic instability
∙ Social issues 

Digital Strategy

∙ Transforming and managing 
the campus, campus 
services

∙ Remote work and learning
∙ Technology’s contributions 

to teaching and learning
∙ New and flexible learning/ 

educational models 

Higher Education’s Grand Challenges, 2023



The future is not 
something that just 
happens to us. The future 
is something we make. 



Foresight can 
inspire us to act 
differently, today





https://library.educause.edu/resources/2021/2/horizon-reports 

https://library.educause.edu/resources/2021/2/horizon-reports


Activity: Look Back to Look Forward
The Holistic Student Experience



Activity: Find Future Me 

Write a LinkedIn profile for yourself 10 years in the future. 

● Write your name as the title

● What’s your brief “About You” professional blurb? 

● What job might you be holding and what are your responsibilities? 

● What new skills do you possess?

● Certifications or licenses you’ve needed to acquire? 

● Areas of professional interest? 

● Who is your team? 

Padlet: To add your entry to Padlet, double click on the background or click the “+” symbol in the 
bottom right corner. Add your name as the subject of the card and respond to the prompts above

https://padlet.com/breinitz/find-future-me-itana-april-2023-3teo1i11hxi3p3s8 

https://padlet.com/breinitz/find-future-me-itana-april-2023-3teo1i11hxi3p3s8


SIGNALS ARE…
● Current (no more than 

1 year old)

● Specific (concrete 

examples: facts, events, 

reports, products)

● Compelling (Data that 

doesn’t fit the model, 

encourages rethinking 

assumptions) 





 







Remember: Signals are…
● Current (no more than 1 year old)
● Specific (concrete examples: facts, events, reports, products)
● Compelling (Data that doesn’t fit the model, encourages 

rethinking assumptions) 

Panel Activity: Identify Signals of Change





● Large, long term underlying 
directions of change that will 
shape the future

● Sometimes called drivers or 
megatrends

● Categorized using the STEEP 
heuristic

Trends

Trends are the manifestations of change observed around us every day



Social 
behaviors, demographics, beliefs, lifestyles, values, cultural 
concepts, family, aspirations, life stages, mobility, etc.

Technological 
hardware, software, innovation, sciences, energy, transport, 
logistics, research and development, patents, ethics, etc.

Environmental 
wildlife, water, wind, food, soil, energy, pollution, environmental 
regulations, urbanization, etc. 

Economic 
interest rates, trade, taxes, savings, inflation, subsidies, jobs and 
workforce, markets, housing, pensions, entrepreneurship, 
currencies, inequity, etc.

Political 
national and local stability, policies, laws and regulations, treaties, 
borders, conflicts, non-governmental organizations, consumer 
protection, unions, social/political movements, etc. 



Example Trends

● India's population is growing rapidly and is set to overtake 
China as the world's most populous country in 2023. (Social)

● The filing of patents for autonomous vehicles increased 
more than tenfold from 2018 to 2022. (Technological)

● Large-scale wildfires are becoming increasingly common in 
the United States as climate change accelerates. 
(Environmental)



Orientation Activity: Trend Collection

 Consider
• What kind of change can we already observe? 
• Why is that change happening, where, and at what speed? What does that mean for 

our actions today? 
• Which changes should we be prepared for, what kind of changes would we like to 

avoid or make less probable, and which should we foster? 







Scenario Archetypes
Growth

Growth: An extrapolation of trends continue into the future with 
minimal disruption

Constraint: A core guiding value or purpose organizes society and 
governs behavior

Collapse: A rapid, catastrophic systems and infrastructure break 
down

Transformation: Society or systems fundamentally change or 

reorganize around a new paradigm 
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2022/7/2022-educause-horizon-report-data-and-analytics-edition 

https://library.educause.edu/resources/2022/7/2022-educause-horizon-report-data-and-analytics-edition


Thank you!

Betsy Reinitz
Director, CIO and Senior Technology Leader Program
breinitz@educause.edu 

mailto:breinitz@educause.edu

